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Everthing possible or otherwise is somewhere. Dimensions make spaces
even for impossibilia. Such a dimensional idea turns out to reduce
further than its creator expected.

We seem to agree that there are possible worlds. Observe
the two mainstream schema: (i) theoretical utility of possible worlds
as a handy but powerful analysis tool 3 , and (ii) Quine4 -like onto- 3 “Possible world talk” analyzes many

intensional notions including proposi-
tion, property, and modality. Its formal
semantics (e.g. Kripke’s relational se-
mantics) is applied to epistemic and
ethical notions. cf.

Jaakko Hintikka. Knowledge and Belief.
Cornell University Press, Ithaca, 1962

4 Willard V Quine. On What There Is.
Review of Metaphysics, 2:21–39, 1948

logical commitment.

We do NOT agree on as what possible worlds exist. Two op-
tions are available 5 : (i) abstractionism, a popular view which claims

5 You may be familiar with different
names: modal actualism or ersatz modal
realism for (i) and possibilism or (genuine)
modal realism for (ii). (i) includes a
ersatz such that sees a possible world as
a maximally consistent set of sentences.

possible worlds are abstract and (ii) concretism, an unpopular view
which insists that possible worlds are as concrete as our surrounding
physical objects. David Lewis 6 is (in)famous for the latter.

6 David Lewis. On the plurality of worlds.
Blackwell, Oxford, 1986

David Lewis promises his paradise. Concretism believers en-
joy Lewisian paradise for philosophers: a fruitful theory, which fully
reduces modality into concrete individuals. A modal sentence “A don-
key could talk” is understood via a donkey which talks and lives in a
non-actual possible world.

Many objections have attacked. Literally, really, many objec-
tions have been attacking Lewisian reductive project. They spread
through the following layers 7. 7 Shimpei Endo. Contemporary Debates

on Possible Worlds. Japanese Student
Research Notes of Philosophy of Science

1. System. Lewis’ theory is ill: inconsistent, containing paradoxes 8 or
8 E.g. epistemic objection asks how we
get modal knowledge about spatio-
temporal and causal isolated worlds.

incomplete, leaving explanatory gaps 9 10 11.

9 William G. Lycan. Two Concepts
of Reduction. Journal of Philosophy,
83(11):693–694, 1986

10 Peter van Inwagen. Plantinga on
Trans-World Identity. In Alvin Plantinga,
pages 101–120. Springer Netherlands,
Dordrecht, 1985

11 E.g. irrelevance objection requests
further explanation why and how such
possible worlds have something to do
with modality.

2. Disappointment. Lewis breaks his own promise. Lewis does not
take us to his promised paradise12.

12 Scott A Shalkowski. The Ontological
Ground of the Alethic Modality. The
Philosophical Review, 103(4), 1994

3. Conversion. So what? Why do I need to change my mind? 13

13 Ross P. Cameron. Lewisian Realism:
Methodology, Epistemology, and
Circularity. Synthese, 156(1):143–159, 3

2007

Lewis’ argument heavily relies on his metaphysical preference
or taste.

Moderate Lewis? Lewis’ particular constraint over worlds, namely,
mereological sums of spatiotemporally related individuals, seems (unneces-
sarily) to cause these problems. It is tempting to revise Lewis’ modal
theory by weakening or thinning it 14.

14 Richard B Miller. Moderate Modal
Realism. Philosophia, 28(3):3–38, 2001
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Yagisawa moderates. In a nutshell, Yagisawa’s modal dimensional
metaphysics 15 16 15 Takashi Yagisawa. Worlds and Indi-

viduals: Possible and Otherwise. Oxford
University Press, Oxford, 2010

16 Also see my summary: https://www.
overleaf.com/read/nyvcvknwrhsm

1. proposes metaphysical indices (dimensions) as its metaphysical
fundamentals,

2. adopts a serious analogy between modality and time, and

3. understand worlds in terms of modal indices (modal kind of meta-
physical indices).

Yagisawa’s new paradise welcomes impossibilia. A benefit of
modal dimensionalism is an import of impossibilia 17, which provides 17 Ibid., Ch. 8.

a finer-ground analysis (viz. for hyper-intensionality) 18. 18 Recall that possible-world-talk is
motivated by extensional explanation
of intensional notions such as inten-
sions. In fact, appealing its utility is
a common practice for expanding
to impossiblia; if you adopt possible
worlds for the sake of utility, why not
for impossible worlds?

Yagisawa’s paradise is soft. Modal dimensionalism is officially
placed somewhere between ersatzers’ abstractionism and Lewisian
concretism 19. Yagisawa offers a non-circular one-step reduction

19 Ibid., Ch.7.
of modality into modal indices. However, Yagisawa’s is still soft;
it does not explain what makes the modal kind of indices among
metaphysical indices in general.

Go thin but strong by spatializing. I propose to re-locate
modal dimensionalism at a more hardcore position. Lewisian lost
paradise reappears when metaphysical indices are taken to be all
spatial: anything can be signified by pointing at where the things are
existensially like “things from here to there”.

Spatialist claims two acts. 20 Spatialists insist that everything 20 My next talk deals with these
spatialized modal realism. See:
https://www.overleaf.com/read/

mzhctvfkrhmf

is spatial. Worlds are thus spatial in the following sense; locusism:
worlds are somewhere and dimensionalism: worlds are dimensional.

Spatialist paradise looks better;

1. System sound and complete. Yagisawa-Endo’s modal (and meta-
physical) space is free to customize. 21 21 An unsaid soft aspect of Yagiswa is

its customizability. Many details are
unspecified on purpose.2. Promised paradise: true reduction. Spatial is concrete and ex-

tensional. Reduction has already reached at the rock bottom!
Yagisawa already confirms that any kinds (spatial, temporal,
spatio-temporal, or modal) of metaphysical indices is no more
fundamental than another.22 Impossibilia is a bonus. 22 Ibid., Ch.2.

3. Embracing pagans. You do not have to change your mind. Since
modal spatialism (as dimensionalism already does) leaves many
details unspecified in itself, you can construct your own philo-
sophical and metaphysical standpoint within my spatial frame-
work, however wild.
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